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At present, *Global, Entangled* and *Transcultural History* are commonly used key words in modern history, and also ancient history has partly taken over these ideas and concepts. The *Institute for the History of Ancient Civilizations (IHAC)* was from its beginnings in 1984 devoted to incorporate, and link, all ancient (Western) civilizations under a historical study perspective, an innovative and still up to date idea of its founder Prof. Lin Zhichun. Under his present director Prof. Dr. Zhang Qiang, *IHAC* has started a new, national-funded project to research the communication and integration of the different ancient civilizations in specific contact zones. A first step will be a workshop of the Melammu-project with the title “At the Edges of Empires: Territories and Processes nearby and between Developing Great Powers in Antiquity,” held from August 30 to September 3, 2018 at *IHAC*. Further workshops and conferences will follow. Thus, we very much welcome the following contribution of Raimund Schulz and Uwe Walter, both full professors of ancient history at the University of Bielefeld (Germany). With their survey of recent literature on the topic, they show the chances and challenges of conducting research under this perspective, and offer us, and hopefully our readers, a guide to successfully approach the field. Additionally, our assistant editor Dr. Xueliang Shi reviews a recently appeared book on the Silk Road(s), which takes Western and Eastern findings, and perspectives, into account.
Intertwined Institutions: Slavery as an Example

While Global History and Entangled History are nowadays very much focused on modern times, there is a central area in which ancient history has set the pace for research since the 18th century: slavery. Slavery was common in many parts of the world up to the 19th century, it connected regions that were far apart, and it had drastic repercussions on both the “delivering” and the “receiving” areas. The Academy of Sciences and Literature in Mayence (Germany) has recently closed a research project on ancient slavery lasting 60 years; one of the main results is the Handwörterbuch der antiken Sklaverei.  

An equally authoritative work in English is the Cambridge World History of Slavery with one volume dedicated to antiquity. To bring the ancient evidence into the larger stream of slavery-research in a global-historical perspective, the authors of the volume focus on chattel slavery in the Greek and Roman worlds instead of providing an overview of all phenomena related to slavery in ancient times. Chattel slavery is mainly understood in terms of the practice of warfare, i.e., treating captives as persons without rights; hence the anthropological perspective that ancient slavery is a cultural manifestation reflecting the violence omnipresent in the societies of that age. The social relations on which chattel slavery rested, are characterized by absolute power of the master on the one hand, and the social death of the slave without any personal status on the other. This focus leads to a brief treatment (17 pages in the opening section) skipping across the various manifestations of slavery in the Ancient Near East. By contrast, for Greco-Roman times individual chapters are devoted to many topics, such as replenishing the supply of slaves, forms of resistance (escape, theft and sabotage, revolts), the

---

1 This article is based on the extensive bibliographical survey of Ancient History, which was published in several parts in the journal Geschichte in Wissenschaft und Unterricht since 2012, see Schulz and Walter 2012–2018. The present text was translated by Prof. Dr. Sven Günther and revised by Prof. Dr. David Alan Warburton, both IHAC, NENU, Changchun.

2 = Concise Dictionary of Ancient Slavery. Heinen and Deißler 2017. Most of the 855 articles are in German, some in English, French, Italian, or Spanish.

3 Bradley and Cartledge 2011.
importance of slavery for the economy, the role of slaves within the family, or the representation of slavery in literature. Other contributions sketch aspects of historical periods and phenomena, like slavery in Classical Athens, the helots of Sparta, slavery in Hellenistic times, coverage of slavery in the entire Roman era, in Jewish society, and in the rise of Christianity. The 21 chapters are written by leading experts in a discourse-oriented and source-critical way, supplemented with 50 pages of bibliography and extensive indices underlining the handbook-character of the volume.

However, it is surprising that a chapter on the history of research on slavery and its various shapes is missing. Since Johann Friedrich Reitemeier’s contribution *Geschichte und Zustand der Sklaverey und Leibeigenschaft in Griechenland*, published in Berlin in 1789 (!) with its motto taken from Montesquieu that all human beings are born equal and thus slavery is against nature, research on ancient slavery has always been influenced by contemporary political and cultural viewpoints, such as abolitionism, neo-humanism, the Western debate about Marxist theories, Soviet research, and current post-colonial discourse-formations. However, the absence of this dimension is the only – though not trivial – deficit in an otherwise excellent and distinctive work.

This lack is partly compensated for in the proceedings of the closing conference of the aforementioned slavery-project in Mainz. With his external perspective, Nial McKeown (“Inventing Slaveries: Switching the Argument;” pp. 39–60) does not directly attribute a belittlement of ancient slavery to the project organizers, but does testify that there was certainly a greater readiness to discuss virtually anything except conflict and abuse. The knowledge and competence of German researchers with respect to a command of the sources and a source critical analysis approach will generally outmatch English-speaking scholars. Yet the intensively examined inscriptions upon which the project centered would inevitably produce an image of ancient slavery which was slightly too positive simply by virtue of the focus on these epigraphic sources, e.g. funerary inscriptions documenting not only successful social progress and the close relations between masters and slaves, which frequently allowed liberation to follow co-operation.

Additionally, Johannes Deißler in his article on Moses I. Finley who criticized Joseph Vogt, the first and long-time head of the project, clearly and rightly emphasizes that slavery is not a part of German history in contrast to countries like England, France or the USA. Researchers in these countries could and do

---


5 Cf. e.g. du Bois 2009.

6 Heinen 2010.
ask as well as examine questions through a lens which magnifies their own, well-documented past slavery: for instance, the sexual abuse within the stable structures of the “house” (where one can mention Thomas Jefferson’s “second family”), or the idea of interpreting a good relationship between master and slave not in terms of “humanity” but as a result of a multifaceted conditioning. Thus, the comparative research of slavery-systems from antiquity to modernity played, and plays, an important role in these countries while German scholars eventually took pains to separate slavery from other fields of society, and to set it as a negative point against the moral ideas of neo-humanism that were frequently projected on to antiquity. 

The *Handwörterbuch der antiken Sklaverei* tries to overcome some immanent shortcomings by not only dealing with the classical forms of slavery but also by taking other kinds of bondage into consideration in the fields dealt with in the traditional German sciences of Antiquity (“Altertumswissenschaften”), but also beyond them in the other ancient Mediterranean cultures like in the Ancient Near East, Egypt, Carthage, etc. Even forms of bondage and subjection in non-European civilizations like India, China, Japan or the Americas are included, however only for the purpose of comparison, and not as individual core areas worthy of independent attention. Furthermore, there are articles on the legacies of the ancient world as well as the history of science with regard to ancient slavery.²

**Linked Mobility: Early Hellenes on the Way**

Robin Lane Fox takes readers with him on a fascinating journey through the world of Homeric times that is described as a world full of mobile people and their founding narratives.³ He tackles many locations along the coastlines of the Mediterranean Sea and therewith leads away from the warlike research debates about Troy. Without caring much about research fashions such as anti-eurocentric, anti-classical, post-colonial or multi-cultural discourses he emphasizes that Homer was the first “Greek wonder,” whom so many followed, up to the way of logical thinking and the duty of, as well as demand for, rational accountability. For him, nothing like that was possible in the societies of the Ancient Near East, not even in Judaea. He also refuses to search for foreign impulses in the foundation myths, and places common sense against claims of borrowed narratives. So, when the sons of Kronos drew lots for their portions of the world, Homer had no need to take this idea from an Akkadian epic: it was sufficient to have in mind the custom of Greek sons who cast lots for pre-assigned partitions. What is more, the model of eons connected with specific metals is first

---

² See also McKeown 2007.
³ Lane Fox 2008.
attested in Hesiod, so anyone claiming that he borrowed it from an older, foreign source is forced to hypothetically construct it without further evidence. By dynamically intertwining actors, routes, artefacts, skills and myths in a brilliant prose style, Lane Fox reveals claims of priority and models of cultural drift to be static and unidimensional. Instead he explores the stations and destinations of the mobile Greek adventurers, and the worlds, both in space and in mind, are huge so that even Homer’s *Odyssey* cannot fully make them accessible. He draws the bow from Sargon’s II grand residence Dur-Sharrukin (nowadays Khorsabad, Iraq) to Huelva on the Spanish Atlantic coast to the North of Cádiz, both where Phoenicians were active. The Greeks, travelling in the wake of the Phoenicians, came from Euboia and cannot be classified as mere merchants, settlers, mercenaries, craftsmen or adventurers, because they could be all or parts of all that, simultaneously and sequentially. From the early 9th century BC on, they ventured first into the dynamic triangle between Cilicia, Cyprus and Syria up to Gaza, all locations and regions that were virtually unknown to Homer, and then they gained ground on the Western coast of Italy by following the routes of Phoenician seafarers. So, Euboean drinking cups of the 8th century BC were found at a settlement on the mouth of the Tiber river as well as in two tombs at the Esquiline hill in Rome.\(^9\)

The arrivals did not come to an empty space but encountered a network of emerging settlements; however, they brought with them remarkable innovations, first of all the shortly before adopted Phoenician scripture that was made suitable for everyday use by the addition of vowels. To integrate and understand the newly discovered regions, their names, traditions and remains, the newcomers’ own mythical narratives with their flexibility formed a perfect pattern.

Within his work, Lane Fox discards the fashionable late date of Homer and his works in the early or even late 7th century BC, with good reasons. In “his” 8th century, much happens but he does not revive the old idea of a demographically caused renaissance that started different processes of formations on the Greek mainland, and the emergence of the *polis*. “His” Euboeans are too few, too curious and too unstable to be, or to be willing to be, the founding fathers of an organized political entity with equality. However, there were institutions that generated a higher form of sense out of collective experiences and memories: the Delphic Oracle where the Cretans worshipping their Apollo were present from the 8th century BC on, and the poet Hesiod who first sketched a framework of order by integrating gods, history and justice. What was “oriental” in his work did, however, not derive from contemporary Near Eastern texts but from oral

\(^9\) For a comprehensive study of ancient expeditions that takes the model of trans-Mediterranean mobility into account and covers the whole Eurasian area, see Schulz 2016.
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Traditions that had already gained their own perspective during the long way via Cyprus and Crete.

**Entangled Regions: Sicily, Asia Minor, Syria – and Palmyra**

A diachronic universal history (“Universalgeschichte”) of antiquity in a historic-genetic though not sense-presupposing way can be written if one takes regions into consideration where many cultures and “stories” interfered with each other. Sicily in the Western Mediterranean is such a region, which, despite its central location, was hitherto treated by researchers as separate from Greek history, or only as an “exotic” appendix. Franco De Angelis, who has already contributed several scholarly pieces on the Greek history of Sicily, programmatically places his new book as “a more comprehensive approach” against such a neglect;[^10] for him, Sicily is “simultaneously part of both frontier and world history.”[^11] His thorough synopsis of the archaeological and literary evidence provides a complex picture of Sicily that was, in contrast to the Greek mainland, a center of attraction for many and various groups of different origins from overseas due to its geographic position (as a way station to the ore zones and processing areas in Italy and Sardinia), accessibility and exceptional fertility. From the beginning, Greeks coming from the Greek peninsula or the Aegean Sea were competing with Phoenicians as well as Etruscans while confronted with finding a way to live with the natives who settled in the heartland for fear of pirates. Additionally, they had to find solutions on how to deal with, and utilize, the chances and risks of the nearly constant stream of new settlers. These exceptional “frontier circumstances”[^12] led to “an oligarchic form of government” with wealthy families and family clans governing and controlling an ethnically very mixed population; there was no space for extravagant experiments like the Attic isonomia, so “the democratic interlude (...) appears to be more interlude than democratic.”[^13] In the big cities, powerful single or territorial rules developed out of the family-regimes, which the author describes as “political centralization.”[^14] These tyrants achieved to use the agrarian and economic attractiveness of the territory for newcomers efficiently, by building up huge mercenary-troops, by integrating them as workers into the prosperous agricultural economy, and thus increased the prosperity of their territory and simultaneously the fiscal profit through the extraction of taxes and dues. So, the *poleis* of Sicily, which were always oriented towards foreign

[^12]: Ibid., 220.
[^13]: Cf. ibid., 322.
[^14]: Ibid., 101, 180–221.
trade, could supply grain for the Greek peninsula for several centuries. They
developed into highly attractive contact- and trade-centers for long distance-
traders from all over the Mediterranean Sea, from Massilia to Cyprus and the
Levant, without direct engagement of the tyrants or the Greek elites in this sea-
trade. Throughout the work, only the question of what is the specific role of
Sicily in the ancient “world history” in the view of the author, remains somehow
open.\textsuperscript{15} Was Sicily ultimately a special (Greek) phenomenon of Mediterranean
“interconnectedness,”\textsuperscript{16} or were the Greeks only a part of the trans-regional
mobility of different ethnic groups that connected the islands and coasts of the
Mediterranean Sea with each other? Why did the Greeks and Phoenicians but
not the Etruscans succeed then? And why was it that only in Sicily did the tyrant
Dionysius establish “the largest territorial state Europe had seen until then,”\textsuperscript{17}
while this did not take place on other larger Mediterranean islands?

In the East, Asia Minor, i.e. the Anatolian peninsula, formed a totally different
but historically nevertheless important entangled zone; it was, and is, not
characterized by a central island-position but builds bridge between maritime
and territorial connecting paths. Christian Marek has treated this region in a
monumental monograph;\textsuperscript{18} the first chapter’s (“Anatolia Between East and West”)
tagline is “Asia Minor and Ancient World History” and this rightly, because
fundamental and universal-historically relevant phenomena like urbanity, trade,
territorial empires, religious plurality, literature and the sciences appeared very
early in this region, and many ethnic groups like Egyptians, Hittites, Urartians,
Lycians, Carians, Phrygians, Lydians, Assyrians, Greeks, Persians as well as
Romans lived therein, partly one after another, partly even together at the same
time. Though a quarter of the volume is dedicated to pre-Hellenistic times,
the vital element and writing of the author starts with the Hellenistic period.
Marek draws a clear picture of this epoch and of the Roman rule – provincial
government, cities, economy, religion and society –, and can rely on his deep
knowledge of the rich epigraphic material, the research literature and particularly
his surveys and familiarity of the area for decades. In a didactically skilled way,
he puts concise chapters with overviews together with sections that present
ancient evidence, to provide micro-historical access to affairs in politics,
administration, religion, culture and different parts of daily life. From his modern
point of view, he looks at Anatolia as bridge and melting pot with its changing
orientations, amalgamation and transmission. He accentuates the first emergence

\textsuperscript{15} Cf. ibid., 24.
\textsuperscript{16} Ibid., 320.
\textsuperscript{17} Ibid., 215.
\textsuperscript{18} Marek 2016.
of an international states-system during the Hittite period, and describes the battle of Kadesh (1285/1274 BC) between Hittites and Egyptians as the first battle of world history. Furthermore, he singles out the ensuing peace-treaty between Ramses II and Hattusili (1270 BC; a copy decorates the conference room of the United Nations in New York), the long-lasting effects of Persian rule, the central importance of the Mithradatic Wars for the history of Rome and Asia Minor, and the confrontation of the Roman and the Persian-Sassanid Empire as landmarks. By contrast, the bridge-building function, amalgamation and transformation are part of the pervasion of Asia Minor by the Greek-formed cities from the West; that was first promoted by the Hellenistic rulers, later by Pompey and the Roman emperors, and prevailed in the long term against the rule-model of territorial states. Further leitmotifs of the description are the mainly fruitful tensions between immigrants and autochthonous people, which he elaborates on with numerous examples. Marek ends his work in the year 300 AD; only briefly does he sketch the rich Christian evidence of a region attracting the apostle Paul and giving birth to frequent heresies; nor does the author touch the Byzantine period any further. For experts, more detailed source-references would have been useful.

Ancient History seeks, and finds, time and again points of contacts to current issues, for instance with regard to historically important and “difficult” regions. For war, destruction and eviction form stable elements of human history, and because they are all frequently and more than ever present in media, it was obvious that someone survey much suffering Syria in respect of its ancient heritage, before it will be forgotten again – or even totally annihilated. In his handy book, Michael Sommer does not proceed strictly systematically but offers a historic panoptic of the ancient area between the Levant and Mesopotamia, oriented on the grand lines of events, spectacular (urban) settings (e.g. Hatra, Palmyra and Antioch), and well- and less-known protagonists.\(^\text{19}\) In doing so, his historic inspection of Syria in classical antiquity is neither effect-begging nor arbitrary but structured in clear categories which build a problem-oriented view on a chronological synopsis and depict Syria as a distinctive historical landscape. First and very well known to us, there is the imperial competition for power: Persia, Macedonia with Alexander the Great and the Seleucid successors, along with the Parthians and Romans, all of whom came from outside and gained influence in Syria, but had to compete with the claims of their rivals as well as contend with the will of local entities to survive.\(^\text{20}\) These struggles were a central source of political instability opening the way to that military conflict-potential, which is inherent to the Syrian region, dating from long before Ramesses and

\(^{19}\) Sommer 2016.

continuing up to now (providing the market for the book today). Secondly, there is the singular interplay, based on the ecological conditions, between residential, urban culture and mobile, nomadic life; however, this was far less of a tinder bow than has generally been assumed, as one finds stupendous evidence of the cooperation-will between different forms of life in Syria and beyond, each group still seeking its own advantage. Finally, there was the (nowadays often forgotten) cultural and intellectual tradition based on various myths, religions and forms of scientific questions, which all had to be constantly related to each other, adjusted and re-formulated in the Syrian melting pot of different and often changing ethnic groups.

The history of Syria from Persian rule to Late Antiquity shows that the aforementioned three levels were always entangled with each other, whereupon the author makes a rather positive account, suggesting that despite the frequent struggles of the great powers and except for the Jewish-Roman conflict driven by special conditions, peaceful resolution was the key. He argues that there must be reasons for the long-lasting wealthy, intellectually prosperous and in respect of urbanity and architecture innovative status of Syria among the world’s regions, which clearly left behind the West for a long time. As a matter of fact, Sommer rightly points out again in the end\textsuperscript{21} that the rise of monotheistic religions in Syria were not the core of the permanent conflicts – as is usually claimed by some intellectuals and politicians –, because the religious landscape was so heterogeneous and traditionally embedded from its beginnings. Current problems are rather the fault of the 19th and 20th century European powers who arbitrarily drew borderlines and implemented frameworks of nation-state order that did not fit Syrian tradition. They thereby introduced a new factor, itself inextricably bound fast up to the present day, binding old elements of tribal, religious and imperial creative powers in a fatally antagonistic fashion. If one adds in the recent lust for destruction by inhuman and anti-cultural fanatics, as well as the actions of unscrupulous politicians and ruthless traders on the art markets, it is not only the author who would be tempted to think that the ancient system might well be preferable to the modern.\textsuperscript{22}

\textsuperscript{21} Ibid., 181–182.
\textsuperscript{22} Ibid., 188. Therewith, he updates Theodor Mommsen who already stated in his regional description of the Roman Empire in 1885 (here quoted after the English translation of W. P. Dickson = Mommsen 1886, 5): “It is in the agricultural towns of Africa, in the homes of the vine-dressers on the Moselle, in the flourishing townships of the Lycian mountains, and on the margin of the Syrian desert that the work of the imperial period is to be sought and to be found. Even now there are various regions of the East, as of the West, as regards which the imperial period marks a climax of good government, very modest in itself, but never withal attained before or since; and, if an angel of the Lord were to strike the balance whether the domain ruled by Severus Antoninus was governed with the greater intelligence and the greater humanity at that time or in the present day, whether civilisation and
In another book, about the desert-city Palmyra, Sommer, based on his own long-time research, argues against a wide-spread misunderstanding, i.e., that globalization means uniformity and loss of ancestral tradition. In reality, amalgamation-processes mainly cause a bundle of very singular forms and identities, “localizations” as Johann Gustav Droysen called them with regard to Hellenism. Above the instructive value of the work dealing with ancient entangled history, there is a tragic up-date of the description, because precious remains of the oasis-city in the Syrian Desert were destroyed by the furor of IS in summer 2015, commencing with the beheading of the old former director of the Department of Antiquities in front of the local museum, which he had managed for a long time.

Sommer narrates the history of Palmyra as a trade-center in the oasis Tadmur in the way of opposites: Occidentalism and Orientalism, nomads and city-dwellers, material-based versus theoretical research. He sees the historic chance of the city in its geographic location, which provided a key-position in the continental long-distance trade between the Mediterranean world and India. Comparatively late, a city was built, and the ruling sheikhs developed techniques of translation that enabled them to connect with the Roman world without giving up their traditional structures and way of living. For on the one hand, they used Hellenistic-Roman designs and vocabularies, e.g. for buildings, inscriptions and political institutions, but on the other hand they did not become urban-notability like elites as in many other regions. The core of their existence as well as economic and political success remained the “nomadic past and the tribal affiliation of most of the oasis-inhabitants.” Decisive was the ability of the Palmyrenes in building a wide-spread network of security and trust on the basis of tribal structures, which remained stable during the many changes in the imperial power – even in times when the Romans experimented with forms of direct and indirect rule in the East to stabilize their empire, or when they were confronted with their Eastern rivals, first the Parthians and later the Sassanians. The potentiality of Palmyra as a kind of “supernova” was shown best in the decade 260–270 AD, with the rule of Odaenathus and his wife as well as successor Zenobia who both took over the role of the Imperium Romanum as authority in the East, because the Roman emperors were incapable of action there in this period.

---

national prosperity generally have since that time advanced or retro-graded, it is very doubtful whether the decision would prove in favour of the present.”

23 Sommer 2017.
A New Comprehensive Concept: The Cambridge World History

Ancient History cannot close itself off from the trend of global-history research; however there are many and specific challenges if one deals with older periods of history. The starting point of all considerations is, and must be, the choice of relevant topics as well as objects, and their interrelation as well as their classification within a reasonable historical perspective and with a fruitful and sustainable research question. Hence, one has to permeate huge territorial spaces and extraordinary time-periods, and the tremendous temporal dimensions are accompanied by sparse and disparate source material. All this demands the intensive cooperation of many disciplines, from archaeology and historical linguistics via ethnology to the historical examination of greater areas and cultures. Primarily, one has to make precise conceptual preliminary considerations, clever deliberations and intensive arrangements among the participating researchers, and the will to arrange and accompany the once chosen way.

The Cambridge World History has mastered this task more convincingly than any comparable work. The volumes 2–4 cover the time from c. 12,000 BC to 900 AD. The editors and contributors do not put much emphasis on mobility, interdependence and interaction – the classical pivots of global history with all its variants – but to encompass the conditions, steps and phenomena of the early human history, particularly in respect of the emergence and further development of socio-political formations, to clarify the prerequisites and to point out the main concomitants and effects as well as consequences.

Thus, the second volume concentrates first of all on the question of the development of agriculture and agricultural societies between 11,000 and 5,000 BC in a worldwide context (Near East, China, North India, Central America, sub-Saharan Africa). There it becomes clear that the transition to agriculture was always only one alternative among many and was based on complex decisions that emerged from regional conditions and context, and caused a specific set of dynamic impulses on the further development. With the growing dependency on agrarian food supply, the responsibilities also changed, from the whole group to single families as actors. At the same time, competition over natural resources increased. Therefrom, social differentiations originated, whose conflict-potential one sought to stabilize by creating “communal” identities, cooperative activities and integrating ritual practices. The further development of more complex (political) organizations depended on the specific natural-climatic, economic and overall political contexts. The sub-Saharan agricultural settlements

---

24 Barker and Goucher 2015. For an intensive review, see Borgolte, Schulz and Stuchtey 2017.
solved the problem of food supply through a cooperative distribution of tasks between specialists and smaller groups, without any ruling elite. In contrast, the agglomeration of agrarian urbanities within the Fertile Crescent together with supra-regional trade contacts provoked the formation of political hierarchies and monumental residences with fortresses. While the agrarian societies of Northwest and East India developed a complex set of hunting, animal breeding and vegetable food production that formed the basis of one of the densely populated regions of the world, in China, there was a strong interaction between agriculture, domestication of animals and wide-ranging trade contacts, which led to an exchange of economic plants all over the Eurasian continent. In Central America, on the other hand, crop-growing with lithic and wooden tools and through artificial irrigation was the dominant form of food production. And the European landscape experienced very heterogeneous and regionally different developments. Political hierarchies and institutionalized leaderships could barely be established, and where they emerged they caused the decline of former agricultural communities.

The third volume tracks the further development towards more complex city-cultures from the 2nd millennium BC onwards. The main idea is what is usually called “central place function,” i.e. a bunch of phenomena and formations that is to a certain extent common to all urban configurations in spite of their specific political organization, and therefore particularly suitable for comparison in a cross-cultural way. At the beginning, there is the role of cities as centers of ritual performance, expressed in the layout of public space and monumental architecture for the sake of the stabilizing elite’s ruling hierarchies. Under these circumstances, the invention and spread of writing in the cities of the Near East testifies to the importance of the administrative basis of ruling powers. Writing was one device to stabilize and increase rule, both towards the inner and outer sphere. On the other hand, one of the main reasons for the success of early cities along the two main rivers in India, in the sub-Saharan settlements on the Niger (Jenne-jeno) and in the Greek poleis seems to have been precisely the lack of ritualized, institutionalized or religiously based ruling hierarchies. The abstinence from bureaucratic structures and institutionalized control allowed freedom to find flexible and special answers to the specific conditions in a complex political and economic environment.

The fourth volume focuses on the structure of bigger territorial units (“states and empires”) and the exchange-systems which were only gradually becoming more significant: the typical empires of the classical antiquity, compared with the nomadic forms of rule in the Northern hemisphere, and the formations of rule in North America and Australia. Several chapters are devoted to the macro-
phenomena initiated by these formations of rule: monetization and tax-levies; changes within the societies, mainly in respect of gender-relations, marriage conditions and the role of women, the development of art in the context of imperial interests, the rise of slavery and the development of technology, science as well as forms of philosophical and religious coping with regard to secular problems. Additionally, the authors give again very instructive and different case-studies from Bactria via the Mediterranean world, Africa, East and Southeast Asia to the Americas. Therein, one finds the strength of the volumes. After the case-studies, there is always a comparative synopsis that does not proffer final answers but rather offers explanatory models worth discussing. Even if experts in the various fields will already be familiar with many of the issues and might note that some phenomena, theories and models are missing, nevertheless one must appreciate what the *Cambridge World History* achieves, informing us about the current state of the art regarding little or unknown phenomena as well as regions, by virtue of its structural chapters and case-studies. Furthermore, the description is composed and patient: authors and editors realize that it is neither possible nor necessary to do justice to every paradigm, to explain everything and all aspects; instead the goal was to let the differences and complexities of the early human development tell their own tales. That is much better than endlessly discussing and disputing different concepts of world and global history without venturing to use what we have, with respect to antiquity and beyond.25

**Narrating Global History for General Readers? A New Attempt**

While the above-mentioned *Cambridge World History* aims at an academic readership, both in respect of volume and standard, some publishing houses target a broader public. A representative work is *Ancient Worlds. A Global History of Antiquity*, written by Michael Scott26 who contends that the Mediterranean countries and some regions behind these neighboring countries became involved in the power plays surrounding the emergence of the Roman Empire. This is not a very new idea, and Scott rightly quotes the key-word “interconnectedness” which was already used at the time by Polybius who termed this process *symplokê* (cf. Polyb. 1.4.11; 15.3 et *passim*; see the article of Houliang Lü in this issue). Of course, one can call this a global history. Yet if the Seleucid king Antiochus’s having received Hannibal, after he fled from his mother-city Carthage where he was no longer influential, is said to be the foundational act of a new, cross-Mediterranean partnership then the rhetoric of the book-title is stronger than a

25 See also recently Gehrke 2017, with the reviews of Schulz forthcoming and Walter forthcoming. An English translation of the book will be published by Harvard University Press.

26 Scott 2017.
reasonable weighing and sifting of the historical facts would allow.

Scott seeks the global-historical agglomeration in events that form knots in the net of narrative historiography. In this respect, a typical dramatization is the year 191 BC when all the ruling parties, who had shaped the history of the Mediterranean and the Western part of central Asia for the preceding 30 years, converged in Greece, each with own motives and goals. What had begun as a series of conflicts on many frontiers and dispersed over immense distances had “been contracted to one seething, tumultuous hotspot, set to detonate outwards,” as Scott puts it. To make his hypothesis of an entangled ancient world, including Middle Asia, India and China, more plausible, Scott uses the figure of synchronism that was already applied to single events by ancient historiographers, to confer higher significance to them. Furthermore, he adds parallel montages to this effective synchronism. However, one has to ask what could be concluded historically from the fact that young rulers came to power in Rome, in a Hellenistic kingdom and in ancient China, and sought to develop something, at roughly the same time? A deeper sociological insight into leadership that could be extracted from such constellations is not the main interest of the author. In fact, Scott clearly knows that new research on empires approaches the topic in the tradition of Max Weber by comparing typologies, and in respect of entangled history by searching for interactions between the empires. However, possibly either the author or the publishing house did not consider these approaches capable of carrying the narrative. Thus, there are often enigmatic but analytically less efficient statements like “Hannibal, Philip, Scipio — all young men who had led the charge during this era of change — were schooled in the fickle nature of fortune made even more unpredictable by the difficult and constantly changing world environment in which these leaders had to operate.”

Likewise, the description of the Battle of the Milvian Bridge in 312 AD, which gave Constantine access to the great game of power, is written in the rhetorically exaggerating style of ancient historiography to make it suitable for a book focusing on global history. On the other hand however, the passages about the roughly simultaneous religious developments in India and China are quite informative.

Scott refers to the role of the unstable zones in between the major powers, e.g. Bactria (in today’s Afghanistan) as performing a “dovetailing of Eastern and Western Histories.” However, what he has to say about the silk-road remains

---

27 Ibid., 204.
28 Ibid., 211.
29 Ibid., 213.
weak because he does not ask about the actors. Huge parts of the book deal with
the religious transformations in the Roman Empire, Armenia, India and China,
not least with the migration and metamorphoses of Buddhism. Here too, Scott
narrates the stories in a colorful way, and concludes in the end that the problems
and solutions or non-solutions were rather different. That is informative, and
written in a good style but not global history.
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BOOK REVIEW


Reviewed by Shi Xueliang, IHAC, NENU, Changchun (shixl043@nenu.edu.cn).

Since “The Belt and Road Initiative” reviving the ancient trade land and maritime trade routes was proposed by the Chinese state at the end of 2013, the routes linking East and West by land and sea, whereby silk, spice, and glass were transported by ship or camel, are frequently mentioned. From East Asia to Europe, it garners increasing attention from institutes, think-tanks, and forums in different countries. Naturally, the past of the so-called Silk Road(s) gains interest, both among the lay public and in academia. Marvelous discoveries such as that of Loulan at the beginning of 21st century attracted a great deal of attention among scholars, and some of the current research collected in Reconfiguring the Silk Road: New Research on East-West Exchange in Antiquity sheds new light on the complicated prehistory of what is nowadays called the Silk Road(s).

In his introduction (pp. 1–4), Victor H. Mair makes clear that the purpose of this collection of articles is “to reassess the Trans-Eurasian trade and migration routes” (p. 1). Previous research had produced a “simplistic picture of a neat trade route,” (p. 3) mainly based on recovering long-dead languages like Tocharian, and showing similarities to the better attested trade routes from the 2nd century BC to the 10th century AD. But that is only half the story. So how about the prehistory of the Silk Road(s)? In dealing with such issues, the present volume applies a multi-disciplinary approaches.

The volume begins with two chapters on the so-called Silk Road(s) in classical Antiquity. In “At the Limits: Long-Distance Trade in the Time of Alexander the Great and the Hellenistic Kings” (pp. 5–14), Joseph G. Manning argues for a longue durée-perspective, showing the continuity of those trade routes in their Mediterranean and Eurasian context. Indeed, long-distance trade in scattered networks had already existed in the Ancient Near East by 2000 BC. Later, the Persian Empire mediterraneanized the inherited trade routes (p. 7). Then, knowledge and information on the trade routes passed throughout the Hellenistic

1 In response, an alternative was put forward by Japan in 2015, see: http://www.meti.go.jp/english/press/2015/0521_01.html (31.03.2018).
Age, initiated by Alexander the Great and going onwards, down through the Roman Empire. Consequently, long-distance trade flourished particularly during the so-called \textit{Pax Romana} in the 2nd century AD, where trade via Roman Egypt was normal. Manning highlights the often ignored historic stages of the Silk Road before the 2nd century BC, which was usually the starting point of Silk Road research in earlier studies.\footnote{E.g. Liu Xinru 2010; see Hernández 2010.}

In chapter two, “The Silk Road in Late Antiquity” (pp. 15–22), Peter Brown examines how trade routes developed in Late Antiquity under “the heavy gravity of the distinctive societies” (p. 16). Applying the concept of “archaic globalization” coined by Chris Bayly,\footnote{Bayly 2002.} Brown argues that, with regard to cultural contacts, societies along the Silk Road pursued “difference” rather than “influence” as falsely claimed in models of cultural interchanges (p. 19). “Difference” occurred by juxtaposing the known of the local and the exotic of other cultures and religions. For instance, the Manichaeans, persecuted in the West, were very successful in the Tarim Basin. Manichaeans in the East helped distinguish the local kingdoms from Chinese neighbors, and the court of the \textit{qaghan} from his Buddhist fellows. The causes which made those elements of the “archaic globalization” noticeable, according to Brown, is the continuous diplomacy and warfare instead of the invisible hand of the market (p. 20). However, one still needs to reconsider to what extent the routes as such were not only paths of cultural exchange and diplomatic contacts but also economic corridors.

After looking at the Silk Road in the classical world, the following chapters deal with archaeological findings and anthropological topics along these routes. In chapter three, “The Northern Cemetery: Epigone or Progenitor of Small River Cemetery No.5?” (pp. 23–32), Mair claims that both the recently excavated Small River Cemetery No. 5 (Xiaohe Mudi) and Northern Cemetery (Beifang Mudi) of the Bronze Age in Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region belong to an identical culture context. This conclusion is drawn from his comparative examination of both cemeteries, practices of burial, and configuration of tombs. Due to climate change between 3000 and 2000 BC, the ancestors of both groups went to the Tarim Basin across the steppe, and the people burying those corpses found in Small River Cemetery No. 5 can be identified as “the main trunk of the Aeolian sand-mound-building culture” (p. 30). However, the hypothesis that the first settlers arriving at the Tarim Basin came from the adjacent Afanasievon people, and that both shared an identical
culture, was reconsidered in a recent survey.4

In “More Light on the Xinjiang Textiles” (pp. 33–39), Elizabeth Wayland Barber addresses the development of textiles based on the relics found in Xinjiang, dating to about 1800–1000 BC, by directly scrutinizing the exhibited fabrics. The techniques of weaving and processing of colors changed from early simple forms to the later sophisticated style. On the one hand, meticulous observations made on the tapestry, boot, and brocade reveal that warp- and weft-faced weaving methods were extensively used, and the looms used for weaving had been recently identified as ground loom without heddles.5

On the other hand, dealing with colors in clothes or ornaments also saw a similar development. Without any chemical dyes at this time, the textiles at the early stages were colored by sorting out of different natural yarns, and in later times advanced techniques like embroidery were used to add colors to the products, such as the trousers of the Yingpan Man as well as the clothes of the “Lady of Beauty from Xinjiang,” which articulated an amazing aesthetic expression. It is worth noting that, in contrast with misunderstanding or misrepresenting the various terms of textile, so far Barber offers a more detailed and exact description of the technical terms in the textiles of Xinjiang.

Based on field work at Begash, in the South-East of Kazakhstan, Michael D. Frachetti argues a formative role for Inner Asia rather than the mere transit-position usually ascribed to it in scholarship (“Seeds for the Soul: Ideology and Diffusion of Domesticated Grains across Inner Asia;” pp. 41–53). In the Inner Asian Mountain Corridor, Begash is situated at a critical spot within the related network. According to Frachetti, the excavated domesticated grain and broomcorn millet played an important role in ritual practices and burial ceremonies. And notions of ritual values and practical utilities embedded in the domesticate grains from Begash, once treading on the roads of the pastoralist interaction networks, became something like “packets” of information and meanings, which traversed the Inner Asia Mountain Corridor, and transferred both their ideological and practical employment into the new soils. Thus, evidence from Begash strongly supports the view of a peripheral role once assigned to it needs to be revised.

In chapter six, “Horseback Riding and Bronze Age Pastoralism in the Eurasian Steppes” (pp. 55–71), David W. Anthony and Dorcas R. Brown recast the opening of the Eurasian steppes at the end of 3rd millennium BC by focusing on the role of horse. In the Northern Steppes, ranging from the Ural steppe to the West of the Alai, new data support that Botai, in the Northern Kazakh Steppe, is the important place where horse domestication occurred about 3600–3500 BC.

---

5 He Jingjing and Wang Bo 2017.
Typically, in this region horses were used more in ritual and feasting than as foodstuff by herders. When wagon transport was introduced to, and adopted by, horseback riders in 3300 BC at Yamnaya in the Western Steppes, a new kind of pastoral economy emerged. Pastoral forms were also present in the Eastern Steppes, like in the Tarim Basin, Djeitum culture, and Sarazm. The interchange and contact across the Steppes covering this span of time were fragmentary and indirect, until new routes had been eventually created at the end of 3rd millennium BC by pastoralists with recently invented weapons like the javelin and the chariot. And the expansion to Central Asia and Iran was documented with the new cuneiform word “ass of the mountains” (p. 67) by scribes of the Ur III Dynasty about 2100 BC. Anthony and Brown thus provide an indigenous explanation of southward interchange from the Steppes rather than the usually stressed influences from civilizations of Iran and Central Asia.

Afterwards, James P. Mallory re-evaluates Anatolian farming as well as the Eura-sian steppe hypothesis with regard to the ongoing polemics over a supposed location of the Indo-European homeland (“Indo-European Dispersals and the Eurasian Steppe;” pp. 73–88). Centering on the Pontic-Caspian region, he examines three models proposed in detail, i.e. the demographic model one and two, and the social model, and argues plausibly that the Pontic-Caspian region developed independently in its own territory, whence the Indo-European language then spread to the West and the East, an argument supported by a series of relics preserved in agricultural vocabulary.

Taking up the foreword by Colin Renfrew (“The Silk Roads before Silk;” pp. xi–xiv), the final chapter “Concluding Comments: Reconfiguring the Silk Road or When Does the Silk Road Emerge and How Does It Qualitatively Change over Time” (pp. 89–94) by Philip L. Kohl reconsiders some meta-issues of Silk Road studies, for instance, the known and the unknown, the way to interpret negative evidence, non-archaeological evidence or models, and the perplexity of the Indo-European problem. As a conclusion, Kohl states that the real Silk Road began in the Iron Age at the end of 2nd millennium and the beginning of 1st millennium BC, and that the qualitative change of its paths still needs further exploration.

The book includes carefully prepared color inserts facilitating its argument, however, it is odd, to say the very least, that the person who coined the term Seidenstrassen (Silk-Roads) is not listed in the index, and there are several typos, too. In sum, the volume offers a set of mostly unknown materials and fresh thoughts on the prehistoric and historic Silk Road(s). Putting the chapters together, the remoteness and complexity of its precursors, through literature, archaeology, and anthropology, come to light. Yet, further excavations and the employment of advanced techniques are waiting for contributing more
substantially to still unresolved issues such as the homeland of the Indo-European and the roles played by the Steppes in the formation and interchange of civilizations.
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Michela PICCIN (IHAC, NENU, Changchun)
MORTALITY AND FAME IN AKKADIAN TEXTS (pp. 1–25)

Not all topics can be treated in the same way. Some are too intimate or thorny to be discussed without precautions in our use of language. One of these topics is undoubtedly death, a timeless and placeless taboo in which psychological, religious, and social interdictions are embodied. The aim of this paper is to explore the linguistic devices that Akkadian speakers used to tone down the taboo and cope with death. To address the issue, written sources, belonging to different genres and time periods, are examined.

David A. FALK (CNRS, UBC, Vancouver)
“MY PUTREFACTION IS MYRRH:” THE LEXICOGRAPHY OF DECAY, GILDED COFFINS, AND THE GREEN SKIN OF OSIRIS (pp. 27–39)

While the ancient Egyptian practice of mummification inhibited physical decomposition, the Egyptians believed that there was a liminal state during decomposition where the dead were vulnerable to spiritual attack. Spells and incantations were used as a measure to preserve the deceased by ritually converting and transforming the products of decomposition. This paper explores the lexicography of rot and decay in order to study idiomatic expressions that anticipate outcomes that preserve the dead, reverse decomposition, and transfigure the deceased. The paper relates the ritual conversion presumed through some of the Coffin Texts to religious beliefs and practices that include apotheosis, gilded coffins, and the green skin of Osiris.
Mohamed Gamal RASHED (Damietta University)

A NEW CONCEPT AND EXHIBITION PROGRAM FOR THE EGYPTIAN MUSEUM IN CAIRO (pp. 41–82)

This article presents a new concept for the future permanent display of the Egyptian Museum in Cairo, and discusses different practical ideas and concepts. Throughout the discussion, recent challenges and opportunities are considered, particularly the conflicts and duplication among the three major museums in Greater Cairo, the Egyptian Museum (EMC), the Grand Egyptian Museum (GEM), and the National Museum of Egyptian Civilization (NMEC). Different ideas are introduced, while selected options are then discussed. The author argues his suggestion to develop a concept that combines archaeological fieldwork, masterpieces, and visible storage in a presentation that varies from aesthetic, contextual and systematic display. This comes from the author’s understanding of the expected audiences, their interests, the strengths of the collection, the exhibition space, and EMC’s mission.

Houliang LÜ (Institute of World History, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences)

DRAMATIC ELEMENTS IN POLYBIUS’ GENERAL HISTORY: AN ANALYSIS BASED ON THE MODEL OF CONNECTIVITY OF THE ANCIENT MEDITERRANEAN WORLD (pp. 83–112)

The Histories composed by Polybius is the only extant historical work from the ancient world which directly criticizes the historical tradition “tragic history.” Modern researchers generally agree that the reflections and criticism of Polybius on tragic history is one predominant feature of his “objective history.” Nevertheless, in the structure of general history in The Histories, Polybius himself also uses certain dramatic elements, such as stage props, selection of historical materials, fictional asides and the tragic theme of tyche, to rationalize Romans’ dramatic conquest of the whole Mediterranean within fifty-three years. Polybius’ failure to exclude dramatic elements from The Histories reflects the limitation of the historiographic thoughts of Greek historians as well as the complex relationship between literature and history in the Hellenistic cultural context.
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SURVEY: GLOBAL HISTORY

At present, *Global*, *Entangled* and *Transcultural History* are commonly used key words in modern history, and also ancient history has partly taken over their ideas and concepts. With the present bibliographical survey of recent literature on the topic with regard to antiquity, the chances and challenges of conducting research under this perspective are examined.
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GLOBAL HISTORY, ENTANGLED AREAS, CULTURAL CONTACTS – AND THE ANCIENT WORLD (pp. 115–130)

Xueliang SHI (IHAC, NENU, Changchun)
REVIEW OF VICTOR H. MAIR ET AL. (EDS.). 2014. RECONFIGURING THE SILK ROAD: NEW RESEARCH ON EAST-WEST EXCHANGE IN ANTIQUITY. PHILADELPHIA, PA: UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA MUSEUM OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY (pp. 131–135)